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A B S T R A C T

Throughout the history of life, enzymes have served as the primary molecular mediators of biogeochemical
cycles by catalyzing the metabolic pathways that interact with geochemical substrates. The byproducts of en-
zymatic activities have been preserved as chemical and isotopic signatures in the geologic record. However,
interpretations of these signatures are limited by the assumption that such enzymes have remained functionally
conserved over billions of years of molecular evolution. By reconstructing ancient genetic sequences in con-
junction with laboratory enzyme resurrection, preserved biogeochemical signatures can instead be related to
experimentally constrained, ancestral enzymatic properties. We may thereby investigate instances within mo-
lecular evolutionary trajectories potentially tied to significant biogeochemical transitions evidenced in the
geologic record. Here, we survey recent enzyme resurrection studies to provide a reasoned assessment of areas of
success and common pitfalls relevant to ancient biogeochemical applications. We conclude by considering the
Great Oxidation Event, which provides a constructive example of a significant biogeochemical transition that
warrants investigation with ancestral enzyme resurrection. This event also serves to highlight the pitfalls of facile
interpretation of paleophenotype models and data, as applied to two examples of enzymes that likely both
influenced and were influenced by the rise of atmospheric oxygen – RuBisCO and nitrogenase.

1. Introduction

Exploration of the interface between ancient biological and geo-
chemical systems requires an understanding of how both systems
functioned in the past. Whereas uniformitarian assumptions can be
credibly applied to much of the geologic record owing to the immut-
ability of the physico-chemical processes that produce and preserve
geologic materials, the limits of such assumptions are quickly reached
with biological organisms and structures. Modern organisms and their
genomes are the products of oftentimes contingent evolutionary tra-
jectories, and it is not always clear to what extent contemporary bio-
logical characteristics represent those of their ancient predecessors.
Thus, it is helpful to consider the ways by which extant organisms and
molecular systems may be modified, such that they may reveal ances-
tral functions relevant to ancient biogeochemical processes.

Enzymes have served a prime role as molecular mediators of bio-
logical and geochemical cycles. Their activities have shaped the che-
mical and isotopic compositions of preserved materials, interpreted as
biosignatures in the geologic record. Though admittedly a reductionist
perspective, enzymes can offer a practicable target for molecular res-
urrection studies. By relating ancestral enzyme properties to preserved

biosignatures, we may constrain aspects of the ancient environment in
which they functioned, as well as identify instances within biomole-
cular evolutionary trajectories that may be tied to significant biogeo-
chemical events.

The Great Oxidation Event (ca. 2.1–2.4 Ga [1,2]) is one such ex-
ample. The progressive oxygenation of the Earth's surface environment
undoubtedly imposed new oxidative stresses on life at both organismal
and molecular levels [3–6] as well as yielded a new repertoire of
available trace nutrients and enzymatically-catalyzed metabolic path-
ways [7–11]. These effects may be resolvable in properties of re-
constructed ancient enzymes. By use of paleogenetics, whereby the
sequences of ancestral biomolecules are statistically inferred and res-
urrected in the laboratory, connections may be made between the
global-scale effects of the Great Oxidation Event, organism-scale me-
tabolism, and biomolecule-scale catalysis.

Recent studies have begun using inferred ancestral enzymes to ex-
plore the interaction between atmospheric oxygenation and the evo-
lution of biomolecular systems over geologic timescales [12–14]. The
continued expansion of such investigations may provide promising in-
sights into the ancient history of biogeochemical cycling. However,
uncertainties associated with the phylogenetic methods that underlie
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paleogenetic inference can impact the reliability of reconstructed mo-
lecular sequences, preventing accurate assessments of ancestral enzyme
function.

Here we survey sources of phylogenetic bias in the context of pa-
leogenetics and review recent applications relevant to Earth systems
that may provide direction for future biogeochemical studies. We then
discuss how we can meaningfully extend these applications beyond
single-molecule resurrections toward the assessment of ancestral mo-
lecular systems expressed within modern microbes.

2. A uniformitarian approach to Earth's biomolecular history

All forms of extant life have genes that broadly define the contours
of relatedness between different organisms. Closely-related organisms
typically have genes and gene sequences that are more comparable to
one another than distantly-related organisms [15]. Some genes are
peripheral to organismal survival and may exhibit rapid rates of mu-
tation without affecting organismal fitness; others are essential to an
organism's metabolic or reproductive success and are thus more likely
to be conserved [16–19]. In certain cases, essential genes have pre-
served functionality and possibly even significant sequence identity
with the earliest organisms that inhabited the Earth billions of years ago
[20,21]. These two end members of sequence variability form a space in
which studies into life's genetic past may be conceived, conducted and
compared with the geologic record. However, the mapping of mutable
biological or biochemical similarities is arguably more arduous than
extending immutable physical and chemical relationships across geo-
logic timescales.

A major reason for this difficulty rests on complications that arise
when connecting gene sequence information with biomolecular and
organismal phenotype. As a typical example, consider a gene that codes
for a protein with a critical catalytic role. Within that protein sequence,
some portions will contribute more to the protein's function than
others. These critical portions are commonly sequence sites associated
with a protein's folding, structure, catalytic metal-cofactor binding
centers, or protein-protein interactions (i.e., the physical contacts be-
tween proteins that are determined by their structure and biochemistry)
[22,23]. However, a seemingly inconsequential mutation in a non-cri-
tical part of the protein might unexpectedly enable a novel function;
similarly, a series of otherwise individually innocuous mutations in-
troduced throughout the protein might lead to a novel function or a
more efficient catalytic property. In some cases, very few amino acid
changes may drastically alter protein structure and function, as de-
monstrated by Aharoni et al. [24] and Howard et al. [25] in studies of
novel enzyme promiscuity, and by Kaltenbach et al. [26] in the gen-
eration of isomerase function in non-isomerase ancestral proteins,
among many others [e.g. Refs. [27,28]]. These observations reveal that
proteins with highly similar sequences do not necessarily perform the
same function.

Beyond these considerations, the vast bioinformatic picture that we
have access to through our study of extant organisms is far from com-
plete. Most organisms that have ever lived in the history of the Earth are
extinct [29]; except for very few instances of relatively young and ex-
ceptionally preserved specimens, this DNA has not been conserved and
is not available for study. Furthermore, the fossil-derived extinction
statistics for eukaryotic organisms that define the Earth's recent geo-
logic past do not extend to prokaryotes [30,31]. Bacteria and Archaea
exhibit much higher rates of turnover at the population level and are
thus far more mutable in their exploration of sequence space in the
struggle for survival [31–33]. Whereas eukaryotic sequences might be
expected to mutate slower over longer time scales because of more
restricted fitness topologies and metabolic constraints, prokaryotes
yield a less rigid framework for inference, such that extrapolations into
the deep past are relatively limited. Finally, the number of genetically
sequenced organisms represents only a miniscule fraction of all extant
organisms. Recent estimates of extant global biodiversity reach 1 to 6

billion species [34]; however, only ∼15,000 completely sequenced
genomes are currently available (https://gold.jgi.doe.gov/, accessed
September 2018 [35]), and even fewer of these have been fully anno-
tated.

This is a first order summary of the limitations of the available
genetic dataset at our disposal. These limitations are non-trivial and fail
to provide support for a generalized uniformitarian assumption that
extant biomolecules amenable to analysis (even highly essential ones)
have persisted, in form or function, throughout Earth's deep history.
Thus, uniformitarian assumptions must be developed and critically
evaluated on a sequence-by-sequence basis. To address these limita-
tions, recent efforts have sought to reconstruct the sequences of pro-
teins that may have driven key biogeochemical or macroevolutionary
changes in Earth's distant past – a prerequisite to assessing whether the
resulting phenotypes recapitulate ancestral biogeochemical activity.

3. What is ancestral sequence reconstruction?

By integrating knowledge of the evolutionary process into hy-
potheses of how ancient proteins may have functioned, it may be pos-
sible to recognize the limitations of a uniformitarian approach to bio-
molecular systems, and to constructively leverage the abundance of
available genetic sequence data for questions regarding deep time pa-
leobiology. Ancestral sequence reconstruction, otherwise known as
paleogenetics, is a method by which the genetic information of extant
organisms is used to computationally estimate the DNA or protein se-
quences of their ancestors, given a statistical model describing the
evolutionary process [reviewed by Refs. [36–39]]. In studies of ancient
proteins, ancestral amino acid sequences can be synthesized and ex-
perimentally characterized for their functional and biochemical prop-
erties. Ancestral sequence reconstruction accompanied by laboratory
“resurrections” of ancient proteins can thus be used to answer questions
both relating to general mechanisms of protein evolution, adaptation,
and the environmental context in which such proteins existed and di-
versified.

Long before resurrected protein synthesis would become feasible, an
incarnation of ancestral sequence reconstruction was first conceived by
Linus Pauling and Emile Zuckerkandl [40]. The first experimental ap-
plications of ancestral sequence reconstruction were implemented
nearly concurrently by the Benner and Wilson groups in the early 1990s
[41,42]. Since then, ancestral sequence reconstruction has permitted
experimental investigations of the molecular origins of human ethanol
metabolism [43], diversification of steroid receptor ligand-binding in-
teractions [44], and dim-light adaptation in early archosaur rhodopsins
[45], to name a select few. Recent studies have further extended these
approaches by inserting ancient genes in bacterial chromosomes, fol-
lowed by experimental evolution to study the role of evolutionary
contingency [46], as well as by generating transgenic animals with
ancient genes to understand the evolutionary trajectory of ethanol
tolerance in fruit flies [47].

4. Biogeochemical applications of ancestral sequence
reconstruction

Ancestral sequence reconstruction has increasingly been applied to
exploring key biological and environmental elements of Earth's past.
One reason is that proteins are the primary intermediaries between
metabolism and biologically reworked materials in the surrounding
environment. Biogeochemical systems would not be possible without
the existence and direct involvement of key metabolic proteins.
Furthermore, many of these core metabolic proteins are also essential
for cellular viability and have therefore been sufficiently conserved to
enable the implementation of tractable paleogenetic studies.

Ancestral sequence reconstruction has also become desirable for
deep time biogeochemical studies because, despite the fundamental
limitations of the bioinformatics dataset, the geologic dataset available
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for Earth's past is similarly incomplete. Evidence of ancient environ-
mental conditions is recorded in the structure and distribution of rock
formations as well as in the chemical and isotopic compositions of
minerals and preserved organic remains. However, continual geologic
recycling has imposed a preservational bias on the available rock re-
cord. First, deposits of greater age are correspondingly less abundantly
exposed [48]. Moreover, particularly ancient sedimentary rocks such as
those formed during the early Precambrian reflect only a narrow
window into past environments, weighted toward those depositional
settings (e.g., nearshore marine) most capable of accumulating and li-
thifying sediments. Therefore, extrapolating a model of the global an-
cient biogeochemical environment solely from the information supplied
by limited geologic exposures is nonideal. Studies that employ ancestral
sequence reconstruction are then conducted with the expectation that
this methodology can yield broad, macroevolutionary-scale trends that
are not interpretable from the bioinformatic and geological datasets
individually [49].

5. Phylogenetic and statistical uncertainty can impact robustness
of reconstructed ancient protein function

Computational reconstruction of ancient proteins and experimental
characterization of ancient protein function generally proceeds as a
series of six steps (Fig. 1). First, a collection of amino acid sequences,
inferred to be homologous and capable of capturing the scientific
question of interest (such as a hypothesized historical change or gain of
function, binding specificity, etc.) are obtained and then aligned along
with a group of closely related outgroup sequences. Next, a phyloge-
netic tree is constructed describing the historical evolutionary re-
lationships between the contemporary molecular descendants and their
common ancestors. Ancestral protein sequences at the node or nodes of
interest are then typically reconstructed by maximum likelihood (in-
corporating evolutionary information provided by a user-specified
alignment, tree, and substitutional model) or Bayesian inference (which
instead simultaneously estimates phylogenetic and substitutional model
parameters). Finally, the ancestral proteins are expressed from their
synthesized encoding genes, purified (or incorporated into the genome
of an appropriate extant host organism; see section entitled “Linking
paleophenotype to biogeochemical data” below for discussion [46,47]),
and characterized for functionality and biochemical properties.

Despite the compelling advantages of using ancestral sequence re-
construction to understand ancient biogeochemical problems, we must
also consider the fundamental limits of a paleogenetic approach.
Ancestral sequence reconstruction does not imply that a true ancestral
protein sequence (or genotype) can be resurrected; rather, we can view
an estimated sequence as a consensus of the sequence diversity of a
protein within an ancestral population [e.g. Ref. [50]]. With the as-
sumption that a protein exhibited a homogeneous phenotype within an
ancient population, the calculated ancestral sequence then can be
considered a hypothesis to be tested through laboratory resurrection
and functional characterization. Pending the success of these efforts,
the resulting phenotype may then be assessed as to whether it may
reasonably be tied to the independent geological record.

However, bias resulting from inappropriate methodology applied
both to phylogenetic reconstruction (i.e., sequence collection, multiple
sequence alignment, and tree reconstruction) and ancestral sequence
inference (i.e., selection of substitutional model and statistical
threshold) may impact the robustness of resurrected protein function.
Validation of computational reconstruction methods has been limited to
simulated and experimentally controlled evolutionary histories [51–55]
that are unable to capture complicated evolutionary patterns on the
timescales desired for biogeochemical applications; it is unclear to what
extent similar validation may be possible for macroevolutionary pro-
cesses that span Earth's deep history. Therefore, utmost care must be
taken when designing and implementing paleogenetic studies such that
biases do not propagate toward erroneous inferences of ancient

biogeochemical systems.
Table 1 summarizes several studies over the last decade that have

implemented ancestral sequence reconstruction and have also ac-
counted in some way for ambiguity in inferred ancestral protein func-
tion. Such studies demonstrate that sources of uncertainty must be
considered and accounted for at each step of the reconstruction process.
Below we discuss potential sources of bias and uncertainty associated
with each step of the reconstruction process, and we review previous
ancestral protein thermostability studies that demonstrate the necessity
for caution when implementing ancestral sequence reconstruction for
ancient biogeochemical investigations.

5.1. Adequate sampling of homologous protein sequences

In the selection of a protein for a biogeochemically-relevant paleo-
genetic study, several factors must be considered. First, the collection of
contemporary homologous protein sequences must capture sufficient
modern sequence diversity for the inference of a targeted ancient
phenotype. In addition, the protein sequences themselves must carry
enough phylogenetic signal to resolve evolutionary relationships. To
resolve particularly deep evolutionary histories, selected protein se-
quences must be sufficiently conserved so as not to have undergone a
great deal of sequence convergence and reversal that would obfuscate
inferences of shared ancestry. It is also for this reason that amino acid
sequences are typically used for ancestral sequence reconstruction ra-
ther than mutable nucleotide sequences, though both can be simulta-
neously investigated to determine reconstruction robustness to different
types of molecular data [e.g. Refs. [45,54,57,63,68]]. These con-
siderations must be taken relative to the antiquity of the biogeochem-
ical problem being investigated.

Several biases associated with the tree reconstruction process can be
mitigated by ensuring adequate taxonomic sampling within the protein
sequence dataset [e.g. Refs. [69–71]]. Sparse taxonomic sampling may
produce phylogenetic trees with several long branches that may in-
correctly cluster together due to long branch attraction [reviewed in
Ref. [72]]. Selection of an inappropriate, distantly related outgroup will
also produce long branches that may affect topology of the ingroup and
possibly affect tree rooting [69,73]. The inclusion of more taxa in both
the ingroup and outgroup serves to bisect long branches, thereby mi-
tigating erroneous inferences of tree topology, as well as reducing the
amount of unobserved sequence changes needed to be inferred along
branches [74,75]. In addition, greater taxonomic representation im-
proves the estimation of evolutionary model parameters for maximum
likelihood and Bayesian analyses [76] Finally, adequate taxonomic
sampling among basal lineages relative to the ancestral node of interest
is essential. Insufficient representation among these lineages may shift
the target of investigation to a more recently diverged protein ancestor–
one not necessarily relevant to the desired scientific question.

5.2. Avoiding homology violations in multiple sequence alignments

An amino acid alignment implies site homology among the aligned
sequences; violations of this assumption can lead to erroneous estima-
tions of phylogenetic relationships and ancestral sequences downstream
within the paleogenetic study. Highly diverged sequences, and/or se-
quences containing a high proportion of insertions and deletions, are
especially prone to misalignment. For simulated protein sequences,
Vialle et al. [55] showed that MAFFT [77] and PRANK [78] alignment
algorithms performed better than others in difficult-to-align datasets in
the accuracy of downstream reconstructed ancestral sequences. In
particular, the PRANK algorithm, which incorporates phylogenetic in-
formation into the alignment procedure, was able to better estimate
insertions and deletions. Despite such advantages, Anisimova et al. [79]
found that these sophisticated methods have been generally under-
utilized, and specifically cautioned against manual alignment adjust-
ments, as doing so may impede reproducibility of the scientific
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methodology. The appropriate selection of alignment algorithm ulti-
mately depends on the nature of the protein dataset. For a detailed
review of available methods, including those that account for phylo-
genetic and structural information as well as the identification of un-
reliably aligned sequence regions, see Anisimova et al. [79].

5.3. Impact of phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods on ancestral
inference

Phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods use a multiple sequence
alignment as input and generate a tree topology and branch lengths
describing the vertical evolutionary process. State-of-the-art methods
typically used in paleogenetic studies operate within either a maximum
likelihood (e.g., PhyML [80], GARLI [81], IQ-TREE [82], and RaxML
[83]) or Bayesian framework (e.g., MrBayes [84], PhyloBayes [85], and

Fig. 1. Proposed strategy for applying ancestral
sequence reconstruction to biogeochemical stu-
dies. This diagram outlines the steps required to re-
construct and characterize an ancient protein to be
mapped against the biogeochemical record. (1)
Curate a dataset of extant protein sequences. (2)
Perform a multiple sequence alignment of extant
sequences. (3) Reconstruct a phylogenetic tree based
on the alignment in accordance with a best-fitting
evolutionary model. (4) Infer the ancestral sequence
at the phylogenetic node of interest with maximum
likelihood or Bayesian algorithms. (5) Synthesize the
gene encoding region of the inferred ancestral pro-
tein sequence into a plasmid for molecular- or sys-
tems-level (in vivo) experimental analysis. (6a)
Transform the encoding ancestral gene sequence into
an appropriate expression system or (6b) modify an
appropriate host organism genome to incorporate
the ancestral gene. (7a) Express the ancestral protein
from the incorporated plasmid or (7b) modified
genome. (8a) Purify the expressed protein for bio-
chemical characterization or (8b) assess the re-
constructed paleophenotype at the organismal scale
in vivo. Protein purification and characterization
methods must be tailored to the protein system of
interest and tested with more recent ancestors to
ensure viability. (9) Integrate results from both mo-
lecular- and systems-level experimental analyses
with aspects of the biogeochemical record thought to
have been modulated by the ancient protein.
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BAli-Phy [86]). Integrated into many of these methods are means of
assessing phylogenetic confidence, including bootstrap proportion [87]
and branch support evaluation [reviewed in Ref. [88]]. Substitutional
model fits can additionally be ranked by algorithms implemented in
ProtTest [89].

The degree to which ancestral sequence inference and resulting
experimental phenotypic characterization is modulated by phylogenetic
reconstruction methods has only been investigated to a limited extent.
One relatively simple strategy for capturing this uncertainty is to si-
multaneously infer multiple phylogenetic trees to describe the protein
sequence dataset and carry out the remainder of the paleogenetic study
using each [e.g. Refs. [13,50,64,65]]. In addition, well-regarded species
trees from the literature can instead be used [45,50,58,61,90]. Groussin
et al. suggested that species-tree-aware phylogenetic methods, which
incorporate models accounting for genome-scale evolution, can in-
crease accuracy of ancestral sequence reconstruction. Differences be-
tween maximum likelihood and Bayesian phylogenetic inference have
additionally been evaluated by Hanson-Smith et al. [53], who con-
cluded that, though Bayesian methods may intuitively seem preferable
because they integrate phylogenetic uncertainty into ancestral sequence
inference, they did not necessarily reduce ancestral sequence ambi-
guity.

5.4. Accommodating statistical uncertainty in ancestral sequence inference

Methods for ancestral sequence inference can also be implemented
using maximum likelihood, e.g., PAML [91], and Bayesian approaches.
Maximum likelihood methods incorporate user-specified phylogenetic
trees and substitution models to describe the protein dataset, whereas
fully Bayesian methods integrate over the uncertainty in these phylo-
genetic parameters. These different frameworks for reconstructing
protein ancestors can be simultaneously investigated [e.g. Refs.
[54,57,60]] along with different accompanying substitution models
[e.g. Refs. [13,26,63,90]]. In addition, these algorithms can be applied
to insertion and deletion reconstruction to infer gap placement within
the inferred ancestral sequence [92,93].

Some practitioners of paleogenetic studies have in the past used
single point estimates of the most likely protein ancestor from each
reconstruction – that is to say, the ancestral sequence having the
greatest probability of producing the modern sequence dataset given
the evolutionary model. Though this can be preferable due to both
computational and downstream experimental limitations, the problem
with this approach can be considered as follows: Consider a 200-amino-
acid protein sequence. Even if each amino acid is estimated with 0.90
probability, the probability of the sequence itself is exceedingly low,

only 0.90200 ≈ 1×10−10. Therefore, there is a space of comparably
plausible near-ancestral sequences within which ancestral protein
function would ideally be experimentally characterized.

Reconstructions of inferred near-ancestors along with the “most
likely” ancestor, deal both with statistical uncertainty associated with
different probabilistic frameworks, as well as the oftentimes arbitrary
nature of selected cut-offs for ancestral sequence confidence. Some
studies have incorporated this approach either by introducing site-by-
site “second-best” alternate residues to ancestral variants [e.g., Refs.
[68,94–96]], or by introducing these alternate residues simultaneously
in a single sequence [e.g. Refs. [62,65,97]]. A full statistical integration
of sequence uncertainty may also be made by randomly sampling an-
cestors from the posterior probability distribution of state reconstruc-
tions within a Bayesian framework [36,52]. The resulting phenotypic
interpretation of the “true ancestor” would average from the individual
stabilities of each “near-ancestor’ weighted by their inferred sequence
posterior probabilities [e.g. Refs. [50,98]]. Eick et al. [99] have in-
vestigated these different approaches of generating and experimentally
characterizing near-ancestors, finding that qualitative functionality
(e.g., ligand specificity) of inferred ancestors of a variety of protein
families is typically robust to the method of capturing sequence un-
certainty. However, they did find that Bayesian sampling was often
biased toward non-functioning protein reconstructions, possibly be-
cause such sampling is not limited to higher probability residues. Fi-
nally, though qualitative protein function did remain essentially the
same across statistical uncertainty of the ancestors, quantitative char-
acterization (e.g., kinetic parameters) did show significant variability.
Since enzymatic kinetic parameters impact isotopic fractionation of
molecular substrates [100–104], accounting for the distribution of an-
cestral protein functionality across statistical uncertainty is likely a
nontrivial necessity for many biogeochemical paleogenetic studies.

Does the most probable ancestor represent the true ancestral phe-
notype? Development of high-throughput gene syntheses and sub-
sequent enzyme functionality assays have enabled experimental ex-
ploration of ancestral sequence probability space to address this
question. Bar-Rogovsky et al. [98] developed a framework to identify
ambiguously reconstructed residues that were likely to impact protein
function and conformation, and subsequently constructed libraries to
experimentally characterize the weighted sequence variants. Functional
screening of hundreds of ancestral paraoxonase variants allowed the
authors to statistically describe the phenotype variation within this
enzyme pool. Ancestral paraoxonase libraries demonstrated that re-
constructed enzyme variants exhibited variation in catalysis, even
though the phylogenetic reconstruction output suggested that all the
sequences comprising these libraries could be considered statistically

Table 1
A selection of ancestral sequence reconstruction studies published within the last 10 years and relevant to biogeochemical applications. Check marks
indicate studies that have explicitly tested more than one method of modern sequence sampling, alignment, tree reconstruction, and/or ancestral sequence inference
(including different substitutional models, inference algorithms, and inference of near-ancestors) in accounting for reconstruction uncertainty. This table does not
represent an exhaustive listing of strategies for mitigating bias; therefore, other unrepresented but potentially effective measures (as discussed in text) may also have
been implemented in these investigations. *P. Shih, personal communication.

Year Reference Reconstructed protein Tested multiple methods of:

Modern sequence sampling Alignment Tree reconstruction Ancestral sequence inference

2008 [50] elongation factor Tu ✓ ✓
2011 [56] thioredoxin
2012 [57] 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase ✓
2013 [65] nucleoside diphosphate kinase ✓ ✓ ✓

2013 [66] class-A β-lactamase ✓
2014 [59] ribonuclease H1 ✓
2015 [60] nucleoside diphosphate kinase ✓ ✓ ✓
2016 [12] RuBisCO ✓*
2017 [64] nucleoside diphosphate kinase ✓
2017 [13] RuBisCO ✓ ✓ ✓
2017 [14] carbonic anhydrase ✓ ✓ ✓
2017 [67] adenylate kinase ✓
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plausible. The phenotype of the most probable paraoxonase ancestors
then could not be interpreted as a good representative of the “true”
ancestral phenotype [98]. This combinatorial study addressed a valid
concern regarding inferred ancestral sequence ambiguity, by directly
connecting reconstructed sequence uncertainty with protein functional
variability.

In summary, uncertainty in ancestral sequence inference can be
derived from biases associated with essentially each step of the phylo-
genetic reconstruction process. The potential for compounding error
through the entire process to experimental characterization necessitates
deliberate evaluation of phylogenetic procedures. However, due to the
inherent complexity of molecular evolution, significant phylogenetic
uncertainty cannot always be avoided. Therefore, the sensitivity of
phenotypic variability of reconstructed proteins to sequence sampling,
alignment, tree reconstruction, and ancestral sequence inference
methodologies should be carefully investigated. Below we summarize
some studies that are of interest to the biogeochemical community that
addressed such uncertainties.

5.5. Ancient protein thermostability – a case study in paleogenetic
uncertainty

Over the last decade, various studies have applied ancestral se-
quence reconstruction and subsequent experimental characterization to
infer ancient protein thermostabilities [50,56,57,59,64–67,105]. Some
have additionally presumed past trends in global Earth temperatures by
the thermostabilities of a diversity of ancestral proteins including
elongation factors [50], thioredoxins [56], β-lactamases [66], and ki-
nases [64,67]. The use of paleogenetics to probe Earth temperature
histories is desirable owing to uncertainties associated with Pre-
cambrian geochemical temperature proxies [106–109]. Ancestral se-
quence reconstruction then provides an independent means by which to
assess interpretations of geochemical proxies and fill a knowledge gap
inherent to an incomplete geologic record.

The majority of these studies have found that ancient protein
thermostabilities exceed those of their extant descendants, with stabi-
lity generally increasing with estimated divergence age. These findings
have been found to be robust to tested sources of phylogenetic un-
certainty, including effects of taxonomic sampling [60,65], phyloge-
netic tree topology [50,64,65,105], substitutional model [50,105], and
maximum likelihood versus Bayesian inference [57,67,105].

However, Williams et al. [52] suggested that a systematic “con-
sensus bias” toward common amino acids at an alignment position may
cause the inference of inaccurate and overly stable ancestral proteins.
Introduction of consensus residues are in fact often found to stabilize
proteins [110,111]. Still, experimental characterizations of consensus
proteins find that they are sometimes inactive or not expressed, and do
not necessarily display greater thermostabilities than inferred ancestors
[112–114]. It is therefore apparent that properties of ancestral proteins
do not always simply mimic those of the consensus [112], but it is still
unclear to what extent consensus bias may affect ancestral phenotype
and whether that effect can be systematically quantified [115,116]. It is
possible that minimization of consensus bias effects may be achieved by
expanding ancestral sequence inference to the suite of statistically
plausible near-ancestors, as described in the previous section entitled
"Accommodating statistical uncertainty in ancestral sequence inference"'
[50,52,65,96,115].

Investigations of protein thermostabilities represent only one way to
connect paleogenetic approaches to the ancient Earth environment. The
identification of sources of systematic bias in these studies, as well as
potentially useful mitigation tactics, demonstrate that future paleoge-
netic studies must proceed cautiously.

5.6. Linking resurrected paleophenotypes to biogeochemical data

As we have outlined in the previous section, experimental

applications of ancestral sequence reconstruction must ensure that
phenotypic inferences are not artifacts arising from phylogenetic and/
or statistical bias. However, to connect ancient protein function to past
biogeochemical cycling, other criteria must also be met.

Biosignatures identified in the geologic record, namely isotopic
compositions of preserved minerals and organic matter, were not pro-
duced by ancient proteins in isolation but were rather the expression of
such proteins within a complex organismal system. As such, phenotypic
inferences made from single-protein resurrections may not be fully
applicable to comparisons with biosignatures found in the geologic
record.

By incorporating the encoding genes of ancestral proteins into
modified microbial genomes, it is possible that the ancestral phenotypes
that would have produced ancient biosignatures can be more faithfully
reproduced. We have previously proposed a set of criteria for ancestral
“paleophenotype” inference, or the reconstruction of ancient bio-
signatures within entire functioning molecular systems [49] (Fig. 1). In
summary, paleophenotypic reconstruction can be feasible and yield
insights not possible by single-protein reconstruction if (1) the bio-
signature is geochronologically constrained and correlated with enzy-
matic function and/or phylogenetic divergence (i.e., the geology is
sufficiently detailed; though not within the scope of this article, geo-
chronology can potentially be complemented by well-constrained mo-
lecular clock analyses of the target phylogeny), (2) the geochemical
output of a protein phenotype can be well-characterized and compared
to geologically preserved biosignatures (i.e., the phenotype is suffi-
ciently constrained), and (3) the modified host organism expressing the
ancestral protein is similar enough to the ancestral host organism and
well-studied as a model organism to reliably reproduce ancient phe-
notypic characters (i.e., the extant analog system sufficiently reflects
ancestral physiology and ecology).

Paleophenotypic reconstruction may overcome ambiguities be-
tween in vitro and in vivo protein function and offer a strategy to miti-
gate erroneous phenotypic inference due to phylogenetic or statistical
reconstruction bias. Just as resurrected enzyme functionality is often-
times taken as evidence for the reliability of the reconstruction, an
active resurrected enzyme able to participate within an organismal
system can confirm the internal consistency of a reconstruction. This
strategy additionally provides a means in the future toward re-
constructing entire functional ancestral metabolic networks, which to-
gether may recapitulate the production of biosignatures comparable to
those identified in the geologic record.

5.7. Paleophenotype reconstruction across the Great Oxidation Event

Considering the need to prudently address sources of bias inherent
to paleophenotypic reconstruction, it remains to be seen how the un-
certainties of ancestral sequence reconstruction will impact inferred
protein phenotypes associated with ancient biogeochemical cycling.
One path forward is to consider the application of paleogenetics toward
ancient proteins coincident with the Great Oxidation Event [117], ar-
guably one of the most significant biogeochemical transitions in Earth's
history.

Earliest microfossil evidence of cyanobacteria dating to approxi-
mately 2.0–2.5 Ga suggests that the evolution of oxygenic photosynth-
esis largely overlapped with and likely drove the oxygenation of the
Earth environment during the Great Oxidation Event [118–121]. The
rise of photosynthetically produced oxygen accompanying the pro-
liferation of cyanobacteria would have imposed new selective pressures
on anaerobic prokaryotes that had previously dominated the anoxic
Archean surface environment. Thus, with changes in microbial di-
versity, as well as the global metabolome, came the compositional shift
of gaseous species in the atmosphere and oceans of the planet. A rea-
sonable null hypothesis is that essential enzymes present in crucial
cellular networks remained largely unimpacted due to internal evolu-
tionary constraints [122–124]. However, in light of the ready reactivity
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of molecular oxygen, it is also possible that enzymes may have under-
gone evolutionary adaptations to alter kinetics and substrate specifi-
cities in response to atmospheric changes [12,13].

Thus, with changes in microbial diversity, as well as the global
metabolome, came the compositional shift of gaseous species in the
atmosphere and oceans of the planet. It is tempting to propose that
enzymes may have undergone evolutionary adaptations to alter kinetics
and substrate specificities in response to these gaseous changes. The
molecular systems of ancient organisms may have then adapted to
newly imposed oxidative stress during the Great Oxidation Event
[8–11]. This opens a geochronologically and paleobiologically con-
strained window of investigation into the mechanisms by which life
may have adapted to this significant biogeochemical transition.

5.8. Reconstructed ancestral RuBisCO enzymes

RuBisCO (ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) re-
presents a conspicuous enzyme target for paleophenotype resurrection
relevant to the Great Oxidation Event. Though some investigations have
indicated that the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway may be more ancient
[125,126], Form I RuBisCO, which mediates carbon fixation in oxy-
genic photosynthesizing cyanobacteria and land plants, is thought to
have been the primary enzymatic facilitator of carbon sequestration
into biological and geological reservoirs through much of Earth's his-
tory [127,128]. Its association with oxygenic photosynthesis allows its
evolutionary history to be mapped to the first whiffs of oxygen more
than two billion years ago [129]. The RuBisCO family also encompasses
other forms, some of which participate in alternate carbon fixation
pathways in anaerobes or possess more primitive non-carboxylase/
oxygenase function. In sum, the evolution of RuBisCO enzymes has
traversed and been intimately exposed to the changing redox conditions
of the Earth environment over billions of years.

RuBisCO also possesses a functional quirk by having both carbox-
ylase and oxygenase activity, significantly reducing the efficiency of
carbon fixation. It is possible that the modern CO2/O2 specificity of
RuBisCO is a primitive relict of ancestral optimization under an ancient
CO2-enriched atmosphere, when low CO2 specificity would not have
imposed a significant fitness cost before the accumulation of atmo-
spheric oxygen. Evidence suggesting a tight linkage between CO2 spe-
cificity and carbon isotopic fractionation of RuBisCO carboxylase ac-
tivity [102] suggests, importantly, that primitive characteristics of
ancient RuBisCO may be calibrated to the isotopic compositions of
carbon preserved in sedimentary rocks.

RuBisCO enzymes then satisfy all criteria for paleophenotypic study.
First, ancient RuBisCO activity can be linked to geochronologically
constrained biosignatures available in the rock record. Second, in-
corporation of RuBisCO genes into microbial genomes may be possible
by use of model organisms (i.e., cyanobacteria), whose ancestors ex-
hibited comparable morphology and habitat [130,131]. Third, the
substrate specificity and isotopic fractionation of resurrected RuBisCO
enzymes may serve as proxies for the interpretation of the rock record
[132].1

Recently, certain studies have endeavored to infer ancestral se-
quences of RuBisCO and connect aspects of sequence composition and
kinetic parameters of laboratory-resurrected enzymes to adaptive shifts
potentially associated with the Great Oxidation Event [12,13]. Paleo-
genetic characterizations conducted by Shih et al. [12] suggest that
RuBisCO underwent different historical optimization strategies (CO2

specificity versus CO2 turnover) in eukaryotic and cyanobacterial
lineages with the increase in atmospheric oxygen through the Proter-
ozoic. However, a relative lack of broad taxonomic sampling and

narrow outgroup selection in the phylogenetic reconstruction used for
ancestral sequence inference may have impacted the reliability of the
kinetic characterizations, as well as the relative divergence time cali-
brations of the resurrected nodes in relation to the Great Oxidation
Event [13]. Future studies following in this line of investigation must
consider similar possible pitfalls, as well as potentially fruitful strategies
to accommodate ancestral sequence uncertainty (i.e., reconstruction
model comparisons, near-ancestor sampling, etc. as discussed in pre-
vious sections). Nevertheless, these initial explorations of ancient Ru-
BisCO evolution provide a starting point for future, integrative paleo-
phenotypic reconstruction.

5.9. Reconstructed ancient nitrogenase enzymes

Nitrogenase (EC 1.18.6.1) is an enzyme uniquely capable of cata-
lyzing the reduction of inert atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia.
Though nitrogenase is possessed by a broad diversity of both extant
anaerobic and aerobic prokaryotes, it is irreversibly inhibited by
oxygen [e.g. Ref. [135]]. Therefore, aerobic organisms today exhibit
strategies to shield nitrogen-fixation activity from the deleterious ef-
fects of oxygen, including both temporal and spatial separation of ni-
trogen-fixing and oxygen-producing cellular reactions, as well as active
oxygen consumption to maintain sufficiently minimal levels within the
cell [3,136].

The most abundant modern form of nitrogenase binds a mo-
lybdenum ion at the active site, though alternative, albeit less cataly-
tically efficient nitrogenases that each bind either a vanadium or an
iron ion are also known. These alternative nitrogenases are only ex-
pressed under anoxic, molybdenum-limiting conditions by organisms
that typically otherwise express the canonical molybdenum nitrogenase
[137]. Because geochemical evidence suggests that molybdenum was
likely scarce in Earth's oceans until after the onset of oxidative weath-
ering accompanying the Great Oxidation Event [2], this alternative
nitrogenase behavior suggests a potentially primitive sensitivity to the
ambient redox environment [7].

The apparent connection between records of trace metal availability
and nitrogenase metal-binding affinities suggest that alternative vana-
dium and iron nitrogenases might have been ancestral to molybdenum
nitrogenases, and potentially present in the last universal common
ancestor [7,138]. However, though multiple phylogenetic reconstruc-
tions of nitrogenase have supported a shared evolutionary origin
[138–140], the precise evolutionary trajectory and timing of origin in
relation to the Great Oxidation Event inferred by phylogenetic analyses
do not conform to geochemical interpretations. Boyd et al. [139,140]
have instead suggested that molybdenum nitrogenase was ancestral,
and potentially did not evolve until after the rise of oxygenation
∼1.5–2.2 Ga.

Predictions generated by phylogenetic studies regarding the ances-
tral metal-binding states of nitrogenases may be tested by the experi-
mental characterization of resurrected nitrogenase in the context of
ancient geochemical evidence. Modern nitrogenases exhibit isotopic
fractionation variability dependent on dinitrogen reduction by different
metal-binding enzyme forms [104,141] and ambient redox-sensitive
trace metal availability [142,143]. These data suggest that well-char-
acterized isotopic fractionation behavior of resurrected nitrogenases
may permit connection to the geochemical isotope record of nitrogen
fixation across ancient redox transitions [144–146]. The reconstruction
of active, ancestral nitrogenase is likely to be a significant challenge
given the complex gene cluster and associated proteins necessary for
cofactor biosynthesis present in modern diazotrophs [139,147]. The
impact of these co-evolved proteins on the experimental properties of
ancestral nitrogenase have yet to be examined.

Nevertheless, the combination of a geochronologically constrained
nitrogen isotopic record and the potential to experimentally char-
acterize isotope fractionation behavior and metal-binding of ni-
trogenase opens a window for the use of paleophenotypic

1 RuBisCO averages a carbon isotope fractionation value of approximately
−25‰, corresponding closely to the average fractionation values observed in
the geologic record [133,134].
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reconstruction. Sequence and structural evolution of ancestral ni-
trogenase may reveal signatures of phenotypic shifts in response to a
changing ancient geochemical environment [148]. Moreover, by in-
corporating ancestral nitrogenase genes into the genomes of extant
nitrogen-fixing microbial hosts, the behavior of ancient nitrogenase
within a complex cellular environment can be assessed. Because the
isotopic discrimination behavior of ancient nitrogenases would be re-
flected in the biomass of engineered modern host organisms, reliable
analogs to isotopic signatures in preserved organic matter can be re-
capitulated and connected with metal-binding affinity. Thus, the evo-
lutionary trajectory of nitrogenase through progressive environmental
oxygenation might be revealed by the integration of phylogenetics and
experimental functional studies of resurrected proteins.

6. Conclusions

The application of paleogenetic studies to problems of ancient bio-
geochemical cycling is in its infancy. Furthermore, paleogenetics has
not yet been applied sufficiently to warrant a generalized uni-
formitarian assumption of deep time (i.e., Precambrian) macroevolu-
tionary functional conservation for resurrected ancestral proteins.
However, with careful experimental design and a detailed accounting of
methodological biases associated with ancestral sequence reconstruc-
tion tools, resurrected proteins may recapitulate some key functional
attributes of ancient enzymes that have shaped biogeochemical cycling.
RuBisCO and nitrogenase represent just two examples of enzymes with
which paleophenotypic reconstructions might resolve molecular adap-
tive responses of the Great Oxidation Event, and their consequential
effects on planet-scale biogeochemical cycling records. Looking for-
ward, paleophenotypic, in vivo resurrections of molecular systems have
the potential to provide insights for understanding ancient bio-
geochemistry, and for future integrations of geologic and genomic
historical records of life.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.freeradbiomed.2019.03.033.
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